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C... Tunesforme is an innovative, smart and easy-to-use iPhone music organizer and converter that allows users to manage their music on their iPhone and convert music between mp3, ogg, flac, aac, wma, m4a. It is designed with two main features: It is very easy to add music to iPhone's music library. Tunesforme supports importing music from various music
sources, including your computer, aacp, zip, tar, and it also can even add music from your photo album. It also converts music to mp3, ogg, flac, aac, wma, m4a. To make things easier, you can easily set the profile of the output file. Award winning Music Converter Pro is a one-stop tool to convert video files to iPod, iPhone, PSP, Zune and other audio and video
formats. Music Converter Pro also provides a powerful batch file editor to help you batch convert your video files to numerous formats with just a few clicks. With this powerful video converter, you can: 1) Convert video files in batch 2) Optimize output quality 3) Convert videos to various formats 4) Optimize output format (video size, video frame rate, video
quality, etc.) 5)... DriveSpace is a great little program for file backup and archiving. It doesn't have all of the power of an entire suite like Symantec Ghost, but what it does it does very well. It creates an image of your hard drive and then gives you the ability to restore your hard drive from that image. You can also use this to create an archive that you can store
in the cloud. This is a great way to save a compressed copy of your system for archival purposes. It creates a bootable CD image of your system, so you can use this as a basis fo... Enjoy audio file converter to convert wma to mp3, amr to mp3, mp3 to wav, asw to wav, mp3 to wma, wma to wav, asw to mp3, mp3 to wma, wma to asw, and mp3 to asw, to convert
them to an other format. Abdullam DVD Ripper is a powerful, easy-to-use DVD ripping tool, which can convert DVD to all kinds of video files, like DVD to
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- Supports 4K, 4K@60FPS, 4K@120FPS, 2K, 3G2, 3G2@30FPS, and 2K@30FPS conversion - Multi-threading, multi-core mode supports up to 4 threads - Based on the NVIDIA CUDA technology, natively accelerated by NVIDIA GPU - Easy to use and customize - Fast and stable - 100% compatible with NVIDIA NVENC - Support resolutions of 1920x1080, FHD,
2.7K, HD, and 4K@30FPS or 4K@120FPS - MP4, M4V, MKV, H264, MP3, AAC, OGG, and MPA conversion - Re-encoding videos automatically, format-agnostic - Editing functions for trimming, cropping, etc. - One-click presets for a range of common resolutions and formats - Support for batch conversion - Support for large-scale batch conversion - Command-
line integration for command-line users - Supports video editing functions (split, trim, crop, color correction, etc.) - Supports audio editing functions (volume adjustment, audio trimming, etc.) - Supports all basic video editing tools (mirror, flip, crop, rotate, flip, rotate, etc.) - Supports all basic audio editing tools (volume adjustment, normalization,
normalization, etc.) - Support for visual effects (VFX) such as blur, sepia, black, white, vintage, etc. - Support for multi-format compatible: H264, H264@120FPS, H264@30FPS, H264@60FPS, H264@240FPS, HEVC, HEVC@120FPS, HEVC@30FPS, HEVC@60FPS, HEVC@240FPS, AVC, AVC@120FPS, AVC@30FPS, AVC@60FPS, AVC@240FPS, VP8,
VP8@120FPS, VP8@30FPS, VP8@60FPS, VP8@240FPS, VP9, VP9@120FPS, VP9@30FPS, VP9@60FPS, VP9@240FPS, MP4, MP4@120FPS, MP4@30FPS, MP4@60FPS, 2edc1e01e8
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You can actually pause/resume file conversion by hitting the pause button. When conversion process is interrupted, you can resume it right away, without converting again. Find file types Badaboom can convert to/from: All popular video formats
like.mp4,.avi,.mov,.mkv,.rmvb,.wmv,.mpg,.flv,.m4v,.3gp,.3g2,.dv,.mp3,.mpc,.wma,.ram,.wma,.amr,.ogg,.wv,.wma,.asf,.wmv,.mov,.aac,.wav,.avi,.m4a,.mkv,.rm,.rmvb,.flac,.m3u8,.ape,.m3u,.3gp,.fla,.m4v,.mkv,.zip,.wma,.wmv,.m4a,.acc,.m4a,.ac3,.mp3,.mpa,.flac,.3gp,.flv,.4v Supported picture/image formats: jpg, png, bmp, gif, tiff, tga, psd, emf, avi, mp4, jpeg,
png, tiff, jpeg, jpg, psd, emf, avi, mp4, jpeg, png, tiff, jpg, psd, emf, avi, mp4, jpeg, png, tiff, jpg, psd, emf, avi, mp4, jpeg, png, tiff, jpg, psd, emf, avi, mp4, jpeg, png, tiff, jpg, psd, emf, avi, mp4, jpeg, png, tiff, jpg, psd, emf, avi, mp4, jpeg, png, tiff, jpg, psd, emf, avi, mp4, jpeg, png, tiff, jpg, psd, emf, avi, mp4, jpeg, png, tiff, jpg, psd, emf, av
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What's New In?

Badaboom Media Converter is a speedy media converter with a unique workflow, superior performance, and extensive codec support. It converts video and audio between formats and media types. In addition to the more popular formats (such as mp4, mov, avi, etc.), Badaboom Media Converter supports a large range of more obscure codecs, including HD
Video for iPad, Apple TV, iPhone and iPod Touch, YouTube video and SoundCloud audio. Just how does Badaboom compare to other converters? Badaboom Media Converter is Fast, flexible, and extensible. It is the most powerful, fastest video/audio converter in the world, transcoding just about any video and audio format. On average, you will see a significant
speedup compared to standard converters, which typically convert video at 15-25fps. It takes just a few minutes to do a full format conversion, including both presets and custom settings. The quality is usually much higher than those of other converters, with a large palette of preset modes. And even better, Badaboom Media Converter supports virtually all
video and audio formats and codecs in common use today. You can specify presets for specific formats to give you the best possible settings for each format. You can even add your own codecs and convert them between all supported formats! Badaboom Media Converter is Easy. It comes with a wizard that guides you step by step through all the settings for a
complete format conversion. After you have made your settings, you can play the video or audio before and after conversion, then compare the results. Badaboom makes use of its intelligent technology, making it easy to learn and easy to use. It supports all common, modern formats, including HD video for iPad, iPhone, and iPod Touch. And the conversion
speed can easily be adjusted from 0.5 - 5 fps for video, and 0.2 - 0.5 fps for audio. Badaboom Media Converter has lots of features, including: The Best Quality and the Best Speed. Badaboom Media Converter makes use of massive parallelism, giving you the best quality and performance for every conversion. Badaboom converts the majority of popular formats
and codecs at 15fps. As soon as you convert a file, it compares it to a database of well-optimized presets. If a preset is available, it applies the best settings to the file. If not, it modifies the settings based on the settings used for other similar formats. And you can also adjust the quality and speed to give you the best settings for your particular file. You can even
load your own presets and convert with custom settings. - Convert H.264/AVC to almost any format and vice versa.- Convert H.264/AVC to almost any format and vice versa.- Convert H.264/AVC to almost any format and vice versa
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 or later (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: Intel or AMD CPU at 2.8 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or AMD Radeon HD 5000 or later DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage: 15 GB available space Additional Notes: Mac OSX users will not be able to play. Recommended: OS: Microsoft Windows 10 Processor:
Intel Core i5-4590,
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